International Volunteer Workcamps - season 2008
Mongolia
	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Mongolia	NICE-MCE/20	ENVI	25.04.2008	08.05.2008	18+
	description
	NICE-MCE/20  Greening Mongolia  (* Mongolia)  25/04-08/05  ENVI  20 vols. (5-10 int.)
	Organized together with Mongolian workCamps Exchange (MCE) and supported by Greening Asia Fund of NICE 
	since 2002.  The forests problem is serious also in Mongolia.  Before 1990, the forests were covered with 10% of 
	land, but 7% today, caused by cutting trees without any controls and forest fire.  It takes a long time here to grow 
	trees and the current and water level of river has been decreased.  Summer workcamps of MCE keep watering the 
	plants, so the forests have been grown quite well.
	W: We will plant trees in MCE project site and some other places.  There are increasing activities by some 
	organizations to plant trees but it takes a hundred or more years to be grown, so we should also join this movement
	 by global power!   May is the best season to plant trees.  Part of Greening Asia.
	S: The future plan of international workcamps in Mongolia and Greening Asia.  Bring some info.!
	A: GER (Mongolian traditional tent) and Youth hostel.  Very warm sleeping bag is needed!  CV 
	L: Buhug river, located 45km far from Ulaanbaatar.  The temperature will be about 10-20 C, but be careful 
	sometimes weather will be changed lot.  Sunny, sometimes rainy and windy.
	T: Ulaanbaatar (MCE will kindly pick volunteers up at the airport!)
	LA: Cultural exchange program, excursions, visit to the orphanage in Ulaanbaatar, etc.
	SR: To like planting work and simple nomadic life.  Mongolian speakers are welcome!  For more info. and 
	applications, please contact with MCE: mce-mn@magicnet.mn
	PF: 140 Euro to be paid on your arrivals
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Mongolia	NICE-MCE/34	AG/AGRI	20.06.2008	27.06.2008	18+
	description
	NICE-MCE/34  Buhug (* Mongolia)  20/06-27/06  AGRI, EDUC, KIDS  10 vols. (@ int.)
	Organized together with Mongolian workCamps Exchange (MCE) since 07.  CCM (Childcare Center of Mongolia) is 
	an orphanage where about 300 children live and study together and has a big farm.  NICE would like to open 
	workcamps not only youth, but also to elders in order to re-motivate their life as well as to make better use of their
	 experience in the society.  The first project was done with MCE in 2007 successfully, so we will do it again!
	W: We will work together with the orphans aged 12-15 to remove the weeds in the field where they produce 
	vegetables such as carrots, radish, onions, etc.  The vegetables are very purely organic and very tasty and kids 
	are very nice!  You don't have to work same hard as normal workcampers.
	LA: Cultural exchange program, excursion, visit to the orphanage, etc.
	A: Ger (Mongolian traditional tents) for each male and female.  SBN  CV with help of local staff
	L: Buhug, 45 km from Ulaanbaatar, in unbelievably beautiful, typical Mongolian plain.
	T: Ulaanbaatar (MCE will kindly pick volunteers up at the airport!)
	SR: Aged 50 or more (their children are welcome to join together!) with physical and mental health
	PF: To be confirmed (possibly between 200 and 300 Euros).
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Mongolia	NICE-MCE/77	AG/AGRI	08.09.2008	21.09.2008	18+
	description
	NICE-MCE/77  Bilateral 3  (* Mongolia)  08/09-21/09  AGRI, EDUC, KIDS 16 vols. (0 int.)
	Organized together with Mongolian workCamps Exchange (MCE) since 01.  For the background of MCE, see NICE-
	MCE/06.  From 1990, Mongolia transferred into free market economy.  Also from that, we Mongolians started to 
	study foreign, especially Japanese, histories and languages.  Also, Japanese youth who are interested in 
	Mongolian are increasing!  So, we will organize this cultural exchange workcamp between two countries!
	W: We will organize various works such as teaching Japanese language course, history and exchange ideas.  In 
	the second week, we will help harvest of vegetables with CCM orphanage!  For CCM and their farm, see NICE-
	MCE/06 and NICE-MCE/34.
	S: The future plan of international workcamps in Mongolia and the orphanage.  Bring some info.!
	A: Student house.  SB!  MP
	L: Buhug (45 km from Ulaanbaatar) and Ulaanbaatar.
	T: Ulaanbaatar (MCE will kindly pick volunteers up at the airport!)
	LA: Cultural exchange program, excursions, etc.
	SR: ONLY Mongolian vols. from MCE and Japanese vols. from NICE
_________________________________________________________________________
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